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In this paper we give, for the first time, an abstract interpretation of such initial
boundary value problems for parabolic equations that a part of boundary value
conditions contains also a differentiation on the time t. Initial boundary value
problems for parabolic equations are reduced to the Cauchy problem for a system
w Ž . Ž .xof parabolic differential-equations see below problems 1 ] 3 . A solution of this
system is not a vector-function but one function. At the same time, the system is
not overdetermined. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: initial boundary value problem, parabolic differential-operator equa-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Some works deal with the solvability of the Cauchy problem for parabolic
differential-operator equations with a variable domain of definition of an
Ž . Ž w xoperator A t see, e.g., the book by Krein 5, 2.5 and the corresponding
.review in the book . For partial differential equations it means that
coefficients of boundary value conditions may depend on the time variable
t. These works do not cover a situation when boundary value conditions
contain the differentiation on t. In Section 2 we give an abstract interpre-
tation of an initial boundary value problem for parabolic differential-oper-
Žator equations with the differentiation on t in boundary conditions see
w x.also the paper by Cannarsa, et al. 2 .
* The author was supported by the Israel Ministry of Absorption.
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In Section 3 we consider an initial boundary value problem for parabolic
dequations in the case when enters in both the equation and boundarydt
Ž .conditions in the same first order.
2. PARABOLIC DIFFERENTIAL-OPERATOR EQUATIONS
ÇLet E and F be Banach spaces. The set E q F of all vectors of the
Ž .form u, ¤ where u g E, and ¤ g F, with usual coordinatewise linear
operations and the norm
1r22 25 5 5 5u , ¤ [ u q ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ç E FEqF
is a Banach space and called a direct sum of Banach spaces E and F.
Consider Banach spaces
Ž . ŽŽ x .  < ŽŽ x . 5 51 C 0, T ; E [ f f g C 0, T ; E , f [C ŽŽ0, T x; E .m m
5 m Ž .5 4sup t f t - ‘ , m G 0;t g Ž0, T x
Ž . u ŽŽ x .  < ŽŽ x . 5 5 u2 C 0, T ; E [ f f g C 0, T ; E , f [C ŽŽ0, T x; E .m m
5 m Ž .5 5 Ž . Ž .5 yu m 4sup t f t q sup f t q h y f t h t - ‘ , u gt g Ž0, T x 0 - t - tqhF T
Ž x0, 1 , m G 0;
Let E and En, n s 1, . . . , s, be Banach spaces. Consider the Cauchy
problem for a system of differential-operator equations
L D u [ uX t q Au t s f t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
L D u [ A u t 9 q A u t s f t , n s 1, . . . , s, 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n t n 0 n 1 n
u 0 s u , 3Ž . Ž .0
w xwhere t g 0, T ; A is an operator in E; A and A are operators fromn 0 n 1
n Ž . w x Ž . w x nE into E ; f t from 0, T into E and f t from 0, T into E are givenn
Ž . w xfunctions; u t from 0, T into E is an unknown function. Note that
operators A, A , and A are, generally speaking, unbounded.n 0 n 1
Consider a system of characteristic operator pencils corresponding to
Ž . Ž .the system of equations 1 and 2
L l [ lI q A ,Ž .
L l [ l A q A , n s 1, . . . , s,Ž .n n 0 n 1
where l is a complex number.
THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions be satisfied:
Ž .1 A is a closed operator in a Banach space E with a dense domain
Ž .D A s E ;1
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Ž .2 the operators A , n s 1, . . . , s, and A , n s 1, . . . , s, from E inton 0 n 1 1
En act boundedly;
1Ž . Ž x < <3 for some h g , 1 , a ) 0 all numbers l from the angle arg l2
pF q a and with sufficiently large moduli are regular for the operator pencil2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .L l : u “ L l u [ L l u, L l u, . . . , L l u , which acts boundedly from1 s
p1 s < < < <Ç Ç ÇE onto E q E q ??? qE , and for arg l F q a , l “ ‘1 2
y1 yh
s n < <L l F C l ,ÇŽ . Ž .B Eq E , Ens1
y1 yh< <s n nA L l F C l , n s 1, . . . , s ;Ž . ÇŽ .B Eq E , En 0 ns1
Ž . u ŽŽ x . u ŽŽ x n . Ž x4 f g C 0, T ; E , f g C 0, T ; E for some u g 1 y h, 1 ,m n m
w .m g 0, h ;
Ž .5 u g E .0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then there exists a unique solution u t of problem 1 ] 3 such that the
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . 1 sÇ Ç Çfunction t “ u t , A u t , . . . , A u t from 0, T into E q E q ??? qE10 s0
w x 1 sÇ Ç Çis continuously differentiable and from 0, T into E q E q ??? qE is1
Ž xcontinuous and for t g 0, T the following estimates hold:
s
n5 5u t q A u tŽ . Ž .Ý En 0
ns1
s




n5 5u t q Au t q A u t 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý En 0
ns1
hy1 5 5 5 5F C t Au q u0 0½
s
hymy1
u u n5 5 5 5qt f q f .ÝC ŽŽ0 , t x ; E . C ŽŽ0 , t x ; E .nm m 5ž /
ns1
Ç 1 Ç Ç sProof. Consider, in the Banach space E [ E q E q ??? qE , an oper-
ator A given by the equalities
<D A [ ¤ ¤ [ u , A u , . . . , A u , u g E , 4Ž . Ž .10 s0 1
A u , A u , . . . , A u [ yAu, yA u , . . . , yA u .Ž . Ž .10 s0 11 s1
Then the Cauchy problem
¤ X t y A¤ t s F t , F t [ f t , f t , . . . , f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 s
4Ž .
¤ 0 s ¤Ž . 0
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Ž . Ž . Žis equivalent to the Cauchy problem 1 ] 3 , where ¤ [ u , A u , . . . ,0 0 10 0
.A u . In turn, the equations0 0
l¤ y A¤ s F , F [ f , f , . . . , f , 5Ž . Ž .1 s
is equivalent to the system
L l u s lu q Au s f ,Ž .
6Ž .
L l u s l A u q A u s f , n s 1, . . . , s.Ž .n n 0 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .By virtue of condition 3 , problem 6 has a unique solution
y1u s L l f , f , . . . , fŽ . Ž .1 s
p< <for numbers l with sufficiently large moduli and arg l F q a . So, a2
Ž .solution of 5 as the form
y1 y1¤ s L l f , f , . . . , f , A L l f , f , . . . , f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 1 s 10 1 s
y1. . . , A L l f , f , . . . , fŽ . Ž . .s0 1 s
Ž .for the same l. Then, by virtue of condition 3 ,
pyh< < < < < <R l, A F C l , arg l F q a , l “ ‘.Ž .
2
Ž .Consequently, the operator A is closed and satisfies condition 1 of
Ž . Ž .Theorem A1. Conditions 2 and 3 of Theorem A1 follow from conditions
Ž . Ž .4 and 5 , respectively.
Remark 2. In Theorem 1 under h s 1 one can take a s 0.
3. PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
Consider an initial boundary value problem for parabolic equations that
a part of boundary value conditions also contains the differentiation on the
w x w xtime t, i.e., consider in the domain 0, T = 0, 1 a principally initial
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boundary value problem for the parabolic equation
2 m <L D u [ D u t , x q a x D u t , x q Bu t , ? s f t , x , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .xt t x
D D u [ D a Dmn u t , 0 q b Dmn u t , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n t t n x n xž
Nn
mnq d D u t , x q T u t , ? q T u t , ? s f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n i x n i n n 0 n/is1
w xt g 0, T , n s 1, . . . , s, 8Ž .
Nn
m m mn n nL u [ a D u t , 0 q b D u t , 1 q d D u t , x q T u t , ?Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n x n x n i x n i n
is1
w xs 0, t g 0, T , n s s q 1, . . . , 2m ,
w xu 0, x s u x , x g 0, 1 , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .0
where m G 1, m F 2m y 1; 0 F s F 2m; a , b , d are complex num-n n n n i
› ›Ž .bers, x g 0, 1 , D [ , D [ .n i t x› t › x
Denote
Nn
m m mn n nL u [ A u [ a D u 0 q b D u 1 q d D u x q T u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n 0 n x n x n i x n i n
is1
n s 1, . . . , 2m ,
A [ T , n s 1, . . . , sn1 n 0
2 m < w xL l u [ lu x q a x D u x q Bu , x g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . xx
Nn
m m mn n nL l u [ l a D u 0 q b D u 1 q d D u x q T uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n x n x n i x n i nž /is1
qT u , n s 1, . . . , s.n 0
THEOREM 3. Let the following conditions be satisfied:
Ž . w x Ž . w x1 a g C 0, 1 ; a x / 0 for x g 0, 1 ;
p1Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . <2 a 0 s a 1 ; for some fixed d ) 0 and we ha¤e arg a x F y d2
p< Ž . <if m is an e¤en number and arg a x G q d if m is odd;2
1 Ž .If boundary-functional conditions 8 are principally local, i.e., for each n s 1, . . . , 2m or
Ž . Ž .a s 0 or b s 0, then the condition a 0 s a 1 should be omitted.n n
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Ž . Ž .3 boundary-functional conditions 8 are m-regular with respect to a
system of numbers v s 1, v s eiŽp r m., . . . , v s eiwŽp Ž2 my1..r m x, i.e.,1 2 2 m
m m m m1 1 1 1a v ??? a v b v ??? b v1 1 1 m 1 mq1 1 2 m
. . . .. ??? . . ??? . / 0;. . . .
m m m m2 m 2 m 2 m 2 ma v ??? a v b v ??? b v2 m 1 2 m m 2 m mq1 2 m 2 m
mn Ž . 2 my« Ž .functionals T in W 0, 1 and T in W 0, 1 , for some « ) 0 andn q n 0 q
Ž .q g 1, ‘ , are continuous;
Ž . 2 mŽ . Ž .4 the operator B from W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact;q q
Ž . u ŽŽ x Ž .. u Ž x Ž x5 f g C 0, T ; L 0, 1 , f g C 0, T for some u g 0, 1 , m gm q n m
w .0, 1 ;
Ž . 2 mŽŽ . .6 u g W 0, 1 ; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , 2m .0 q n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then there exists a unique solution u t, x of problem 7 ] 9 such that the
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Çfunction t “ u t, x , A u t, ? , . . . , A u t, ? from 0, T into L 0, 1 q10 s0 q
s w x 2 mŽ . sÇC is continuously differentiable and from 0, T into W 0, 1 q C isq
Ž xcontinuous and for t g 0, T the following estimates hold:
s
2 m5 5 5 5 5 5u t , ? F C u q f q f ,Ž .Ž . L 0, 1 ÝW Ž0 , 1. C ŽŽ0 , t x ; L Ž0 , 1.. C Ž0 , t xq 0 nq m q mž /
ns1
X
2 mu t , ? q u t , ?Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L 0, 1 W 0, 1q q
s
hy1 hymy12 m u u5 5 5 5 5 5F C t u q t f q f .ÝW Ž0 , 1. C ŽŽ0 , t x ; L Ž0 , 1.. C Ž0 , t x0 nq m q mž /
ns1
Ž .Proof. Consider, in the Banach space E [ L 0, 1 , an operator Aq
given by the equalities
D A [ E [ W 2 m 0, 1 ; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , 2m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 q n
Ž2 m. <Au [ a x u x q Bu .Ž . Ž . x
n Ž . Ž .Taking E [ C, problem 7 ] 9 can be rewritten in the form
L D u [ uX t q Au t s f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
L D u [ A u t 9 q A u t s f t , n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n t n 0 n 1 n 10Ž .
u 0 s u ,Ž . 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where u t [ u t, ? , f t [ f t, ? are functions with values in the Ba-
Ž . Ž .nach space E [ L 0, 1 and u [ u ? .q 0 0
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Ž . Ž .From Theorem A2 see the Appendix it follows that for problem 10
Ž . Ž . Žconditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 1 are satisfied. From Theorem A3 see
.the Appendix it follows that for any « ) 0 there exists R ) 0 such that«
< <for all complex numbers l which satisfy l ) R and lying inside the«
angle
p m y p q sup arg a x q «Ž .
w xxg 0, 1
- arg l - p m q p q inf arg a x y « ,Ž .
w xxg 0, 1
the operator
L l : u “ L l u [ L l u , L l u , . . . , L l uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 s
2 mŽŽ . . Ž . sÇfrom W 0, 1 ; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , 2m onto L 0, 1 q C is anq n q
isomorphism, and for these l for a solution of the problem
L l u s f , L l u s f , n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . Ž .n n
L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , 2m ,n
the following estimate holds:
s s
2 m5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5 < <u q l u q L u F C « f q g .Ž .Ý ÝW Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1.n nq q qž / ž /
ns1 ns1
Ž . Ž .Consequently, by virtue of condition 2 , for the operator pencil L l :
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .u “ L l u [ L l u, L l u, . . . , L l u , which acts boundedly from1 s
2 mŽŽ . . Ž . s < <ÇW 0, 1 ; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , 2m onto L 0, 1 q C , and arg lq n q
p < <F , l “ ‘ it holds that2
y1 y1
s < <ÇL l F C l ,Ž Ž . Ž ..Ž . B L 0, 1 qC , L 0, 1q q
y1 y1
s5 5 < <A L l F C l , n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . ÇBŽL Ž0 , 1.qC , C .n 0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., condition 3 of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Conditions 4 and 5 of
Ž . Ž .Theorem 1 are fulfilled in view of conditions 5 and 6 . So, for problem
Ž .10 all conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled and the statement of
Theorem 3 follows.
EXAMPLES. We give examples of the operator B and functionals Tn
that satisfy conditions of Theorem 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 If b g L 0, 1 , q g 1, ‘ , then the operatorj q
2my1
Ž j.Bu [ b x u xŽ . Ž .Ý j
js0
2 mŽ . Ž .from W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact.q q
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Ž . Ž .2 If b g L 0, 1 then the operatorji q
Nj2my1
Ž j. w xBu [ b x u x , x g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ji ji ji
js0 is1
2 mŽ . Ž .from W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact.q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 If b g L 0, 1 and w x are functions mapping the segmentji q ji
w x w x0, 1 into itself and belong to C 0, 1 then the operator
Nj2my1
Ž j.Bu [ b x u w xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý ji ji
js0 is1
2 mŽ . Ž .from W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact.q q
Examples 1 and 2 are special cases of example 3, because they are
Ž . Ž .obtained from example 3 letting w x s x and w x s x , respectively.ji ji ji
Let us prove example 3.
2 mŽ . 2 my1w x Ž .Proof. The embedding W 0, 1 ; C 0, 1 , q g 1, ‘ , is compactq
Ž w x.see, for example, Triebel 7, 4.10.2r15 . On the other hand, from
Nj2my1
Ž j. 2 my15 5 5 5Bu F C u w x F C uŽ .Ž .Ý ÝL Ž0 , 1. C w0, 1xji w xq C 0, 1
js0 is1
2 my1w x Ž .it follows that the operator B from C 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is bounded.q
2 mŽ . Ž .Hence, the operator B from W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact.q q
X 1aŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .4 The operator Bu [ u x rx , where a - and q g 1, ‘ ,q
2Ž . Ž .from W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact.q q
w xProof. By virtue of Theorem 3.10.4 from 1 , we have
1rq
1 qXyqa 15 5 5 5Bu s x u x dx F C uŽ .L Ž0 , 1. H C w0, 1xq ž /0
1yg 5 5 2 yg 5 5 qF C « u q « u ,W Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1.Ž .q
1 1
« ) 0, g s q .
2 2 q
w xWe apply now Lemma 1.6 8, p. 98 .
Ž . Ž .5 If B x, y are kernels such that for some s ) 1j
s s1 1





1 Ž j.Bu [ B x , y u y dyŽ . Ž .Ý H j
0js0
2 mŽ . Ž . Žfrom W 0, 1 into L 0, 1 is compact see, e.g., Kantorovich and Akilovq q
w x.3, 10.2.2 .
Ž .6 If g are complex numbers then the functionaln j p
Nm y1 n jn
Ž j. w xT u [ g u x , x g 0, 1 ,Ž .Ý Ýn n j p n j p n j p
js0 ps1
mn Ž . Ž xin W 0, 1 , r g 1, ‘ , is continuous. Here N s ‘ is admitted. In thisr n j
‘ < <case it is required that Ý g - ‘.ps1 n j p
Ž . Ž . Ž .X7 If g g L 0, 1 , j s 0, . . . , m y 1, g g L 0, 1 , then the func-j 1 n m rn
tional
mn 1 Ž j.T u [ g x u x dxŽ . Ž .Ý Hn j
0js0
mn Ž . w x Xin W 0, 1 , r g 1, ‘ , is continuous, where 1rr q 1rr s 1.r
A similar theorem is proved in a multidimensional case. Consider, in the
w x rdomain 0, T = G, where G ; R , r G 2, is a bounded domain with an
Ž .r y 1 -dimensional boundary › G which locally admits rectification, a
principally initial boundary value problem for the parabolic equation
aL D u [ D u t , x y a x D u t , x y Bu t , ? s f t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý xt t a x
< <a s2 m
11Ž .
m y1 pn › u t , ?Ž .
X XaL D u [ D c x D u t , x q KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn t t na x n p p Xž /› n x< < ps0a smn
X X Xa
Xy b x D u t , x y T u t , ? s f t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý xna x n n
< <a sMn
xX g › G, n s 1, . . . , s, 12Ž .
m y1 pn › u t , ?Ž .
X Xac x D u t , x q K s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýna x n p p X› n x< < ps0a smn
xX g › G, n s s q 1, . . . , m ,
u 0, x s u x , 13Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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a a1 a r Ž .where m G 1, 1 F s F m, D [ D ??? D , D [ yi ›r› x , j s 1,x 1 r j j
› rŽ . < <. . . , r, D [ , a [ a , . . . , a is a multi-index, a [ Ý a , andt 1 r js1 j› t
Ž .x [ x , . . . , x .1 r
Let us denote
m y1 pn › u
X XaL u [ A u [ c x D u x q K ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n 0 na x n p p X› n x< < ps0a smn
xX g › G, n s 1, . . . , m ,
X a X < X XA u [ b x D u x q T u , x g › G, n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . Ž .Ý xn 1 na x n
< <a sMn
a <L l u [ lu x y a x D u x y Bu , x g G,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý xa x
< <a s2 m 14Ž .
m y1 pn › u
X XaL l u [ l c x D u x q KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn na x n p p Xž /› n x< < ps0a smn
X a X < X Xy B x D u x y T u , x g › G, n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . Ž .Ý xna x n
< <a sMn
B u [ b xX Dau xX , xX g › G, n s 1, . . . , s.Ž . Ž .Ýn na x
< <a sMn
A system
X a X < X XP u s b x D u x q T u , x g › G, n s 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .Ý xn na n
< <a smn
is called normal, if m / m for j / k and for any vector s normal to thej k
boundary › G at the point xX g › G the condition is fulfilled
P xX , s s b xX s a / 0, n s 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 na
< <a smn
mnq1r qŽ . Ž .and T from W G into L › G is compact.n q q
THEOREM 4. Let the following conditions be satisfied:
Ž .1 m G 1, 1 F s F m, m F 2m y 1, M F 2m y 1, M y m G 1,n n n n
n s 1, . . . , s; the number m [ M y m does not depend on n s 1, . . . , s.n n
2 mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 a g C G ; the operator B from W G into L G is compact,a q q
Ž .where q g 1, ‘ .
2 myM 2 m 2 mnŽ . Ž . Ž .3 b g C G ; › G g C ; the operators T from W Gna n q
2 myMny1r qŽ .into W › G are compact.q
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2 mymnŽ . Ž .4 c g C G ; K are pseudodifferential operators on › G ofna n p
Ž X X. 2 mymn , ‘Ž ry1.order less than m y p; symbols K x , s g C › G = R .n n p
Ž .  4  45 The systems B , n s 1, . . . , s and L , n s 1, . . . , m are nor-n n
mal.
prŽ . < < < < < <6 For x g G, s g R , arg l F , s q l / 0,2
l y a x s a / 0.Ž .Ý a
< <a s2 m
Ž . X X7 x is any point on › G, the ¤ector s is a tangent, and s is a
normal ¤ector to › G at the point xX g › G; consider the following ordinary
differential problems
ad p
X X < <l y a x s y is u y s 0, y G 0, arg l F ,Ž . Ž .Ý a ž /dy 2< <a s2 m
15Ž .
ad
X X <c x s y is u y s h , n s 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .Ý ys0na nž /dy< <a smn
and
ad
X Xa x s y is u y s 0, y G 0,Ž . Ž .Ý a ž /dy< <a s2 m
ad
X X <l c x s y is u yŽ . Ž .Ý ys0na ž /ž dy< <a smn
pm y1n d
X X <q K x , s yis u yŽ . Ž .Ý ys0n p ž / /dyps0
ad
X X <y b x s y is u y s h ,Ž . Ž .Ý ys0na nž /dy< <a sMn
p
< <n s 1, . . . , s, arg l F ,
2
ad
X X <c x s y is u yŽ . Ž .Ý ys0na ž /dy< <a smn
pm y1n d
X X <q K x , s yis u y s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý ys0n p ž /dyps0
n s s q 1, . . . , m. 16Ž .
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Ž . Ž .It is required that problems 15 and 16 ha¤e one and only one solution,
including all its deri¤ati¤es, tending to zero as y “ ‘ for any numbers h g C.k
Ž . 2 mŽ . Ž .8 The operator B from W G into L G is compact.q q
Ž . u ŽŽ x Ž .. u ŽŽ x 2 myMny1r qŽ ..9 f g C 0, T ; L G , f g C 0, T ; W › G form q n m q
Ž x w .some u g 0, 1 , m g 0, 1 .
Ž . 2 mŽ .10 u g W G; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , m .0 q n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then there exists a unique solution u t, x of problem 11 ] 13 such that
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .the function t “ u t, x , A u t, ? , . . . , A u t, ? from 0, T into L G10 s0 q
s 2 myMny1r qŽ . w xÇq W › G is continuously differentiable and from 0, T intons1 q
2 mŽ . s 2 myMny1r qŽ . Ž xÇW G q W › G is continuous and for t g 0, T the follow-q ns1 q
ing estimates hold:
2 m5 5 5 5u t , ? F C u q fŽ .Ž . L G W ŽG. C ŽŽ0 , t x ; L ŽG..q 0 q m qž
s
2 myM y1 q5 5q f ,nÝ C ŽŽ0 , t x ; W Ž› G..n m q /
ns1
Xu t , ? q Au t , ?Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .L G L Gq q
hy1 2 m5 5F C t u W ŽG.0 q
s
hymy1
u u 2 myM y1r q5 5 5 5qt f q f .nÝC ŽŽ0 , t x ; L ŽG.. C ŽŽ0 , t x ; W Ž› G..nm q m qž /
ns1
Ž .Proof. Consider, in the Banach space E [ L G , an operator A givenq
by the equalities
D A [ E [ W 2 m G; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .1 q n
a <Au [ a x D u x q Bu .Ž . Ž .Ý xa x
< <a s2 m
n 2 myMny1r qŽ . Ž . Ž .Taking E [ W › G , problem 11 ] 13 can be rewritten inq
the form
L D u [ uX t q Au t s f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
L D u [ A uX t q A u t s f t , n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n t n 0 n 1 n 17Ž .
u 0 s u ,Ž . 0
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where u t [ u t, ? , f t [ f t, ? are functions with values in the Banach
Ž . Ž .space E [ L G and u [ u ? .q 0 0
Ž . Ž .From Theorem A4 see the Appendix it follows that for problem 17
Ž . Ž . Žconditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 1 are fulfilled. From Theorem A4 see
. Ž . Ž .the Appendix it also follows that the operator L l : u “ L l u [
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .L l u, L l u, . . . , L l u , where operators L l , L l , . . . , L l are1 s 1 s
Ž . 2 mŽ .defined by equalities 14 , from W G; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , m ontoq n
ps 2 myM y1r qnŽ . Ž . < < < <ÇL G q W › G , for arg l F , l “ ‘, is an isomorphism,q ns1 q 2
and for these l for a solution of the problem
L l u s f , L l u s f , n s 1, . . . , s,Ž . Ž .n n
L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , m ,n
the following estimate holds:
s
2 m 2 myM y1r q5 5 < < 5 5 5 5u q l u q A u nÝW ŽG. L ŽG. W Ž› G.n 0q q qž /
ns1
s
2 myM y1r q5 5 5 5F C f q f .nÝL ŽG. W Ž› G.nq qž /
ns1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .Consequently, for the operator pencil L l : u “ L l u [ L l u, L l u,1
Ž . . 2 mŽ. . . , L l u which acts boundedly from W G; L u s 0, n s s q 1,s q n
ps 2 myM y1r qn. Ž . Ž . < < < <Ç. . . , m onto L G q W › G , and for arg l F , l “ ‘,q ns1 q 2
y1 y1
s 2 myM y1r q < <nÇL l F C l ,Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Ž . B L G q W › G , L Gq ns1 q q
y1 y1
s 2 myM y1r q 2 myM y1r q < <A L l F C l ,n nŽ . ÇŽ Ž . Ž . Ž ..B L G q W › G , W › Gn 0 q ns1 q q
n s 1, . . . , s,
Ž . Ž . Ž .i.e., condition 3 of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Conditions 4 and 5 of
Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 1 follow from conditions 9 and 10 . So, for problem 17 all
conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled and the statement of Theorem 4
follows.
Remark 5. Under s s 0, i.e., when boundary value conditions do not
depend on D , the most complete results, in a multidimensional case witht
local boundary value conditions, on the well-posedness of regular initial
boundary value problems for parabolic equations were obtained in the
w xpaper by Lunardi, et al. 6 .
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APPENDIX
Consider, in a Banach space E, the Cauchy problem
uX t s Au t q f t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
18Ž .
u 0 s u .Ž . 0
w xTHEOREM A1 8, p. 176 . Let the following conditions be satisfied:
Ž . Ž x1 for an operator A in E under some a ) 0 and h g 0, 1
pyh< < < < < <R l, A F M l , arg l F q a , l “ ‘;Ž .
2
Ž . u ŽŽ x . Ž x w .2 f g C 0, T , E for some u g 1 y h, 1 , m g 0, h ;m
Ž . Ž .3 u g D A .0
Ž . Žw x .Then problem 18 has a unique solution in C 0, T ; E l
1ŽŽ x Ž . .C 0, T ; E A , E , and the solution can be represented in the form
tt A Ž tyt . Au t s e u q e f t dt .Ž . Ž .H0
0
Ž xMoreo¤er, for t g 0, T the estimates
5 5 5 5 5 5u t F C Au q u q f ,Ž . Ž .C ŽŽ0 , t x , E .0 0 m
X hy1 hymy1
u5 5 5 5 5 5u t q Au t F C t Au q u q t f ,Ž . Ž . Ž . C ŽŽ0 , t x , E .0 0 m
are ¤alid.
Consider a system of functionals
Nn
Žm . Žm . Žm .n n nL u [ a u 0 q b u 1 q d u x q T u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n n n i n i n
is0
n s 1, . . . , m. 19Ž .
Denote by p the number of L with the same order. The system L isn n
called normal, if for each p
Ž .1 p F 2;
Ž .2 for p s 1 at least one of the numbers a , b is not equal to 0;n n
Ž .3 for p s 2 in one functional a / 0, b s 0 and in another onen n
with the same order a s 0, b / 0;n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . mn Ž .4 x g 0, 1 ; for some q g 1, ‘ the functionals T in W 0, 1n i n q
are continuous.
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w x Ž .THEOREM A2 9 . Let a system of functionals 19 be normal.
Then for integers s G 0
‘ sw xC 0, 1 ; L u s 0, n s 1, . . . , mŽ . Ž .W 0, 1n q
s W s 0, 1 ; L u s 0, m F s y 1 .Ž .Ž .q n n
Consider a principal boundary value problem for an ordinary differential
equation with a variable coefficient in the case when the spectral parame-
ter appears linearly in the equation and can appear in boundary-functional
conditions
Žm. <L l u [ lu x q a x u x q Bu s f x , x g 0, 1 , 20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x
Nn
Žm . Žm . Žm .n n nL l u [ l a u 0 q b u 1 q d u x q T uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n n n i n i nž /is1
qT u s g , n s 1, . . . , s, 21Ž .n 0 n
Nn
Žm . Žm . Žm .n n nL u [ a u 0 q b u 1 q d u x q T u s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n n n i n i n
is1
n s s q 1, . . . , m , 22Ž .
Ž .where m G 1, m F m y 1, x g 0, 1 , 0 F s F m, B is an operator inn n i
Ž . Ž . Ž .L 0, 1 , T and T are functionals in L 0, 1 , where q g 1, ‘ .q n n 0 q
Denote
Nn
Žm . Žm . Žm .n n nL u [ a u 0 q b u 1 q d u x q T u s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n n n i n i n
is1
n s 1, . . . , m. 23Ž .
w xTHEOREM A3 9 . Let the following conditions be satisfied:
Ž .1 m G 1; m F m y 1; 0 F s F m;n
Ž . w x Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .2 a g C 0, 1 ; a x / 0; a 0 s a 1 ; sup arg a x yx g w0, 1x
Ž . Ž .inf arg a x - 2p , if m is e¤en; sup arg a x yx g w0, 1 x x g w0, 1 x
Ž .inf arg a x - p , if m is odd;x gw0, 1x
Ž . Ž .3 for all « ) 0 and some q g 1, ‘
5 5 5 5 m 5 mBu F « u q C « , u g W 0, 1 ;Ž . Ž .L Ž0 , 1. W Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1. qq q q
2 Ž . Ž .If boundary-functional conditions 21 and 22 are principally local, i.e., or a s 0, orn
Ž . Ž .b s 0 for all n s 1, . . . , m, then the condition a 0 s a 1 should be omitted.n
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Ž . mn Ž . my « Ž .4 functionals T in W 0, 1 and functions T in W 0, 1 , forn q n 0 q
some « ) 0, are continuous;
Ž . Ž .5 system 23 is p-regular with respect to a system of numbers v sj
e2p iwŽ jy1.r m x, j s 1, . . . , m, i.e.,
m m m m1 1 1 1a v ??? a v b v ??? b v1 1 1 p 1 pq1 1 m
. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
/ 0,. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
m m m mm m m ma v ??? a v b v ??? b vm 1 m p m pq1 m m
m m mw x w xwhere p s , if m is e¤en; p s or p s q 1, if m is odd.2 2 2
Then for any « ) 0 there exists R ) 0 such that for all complex numbers l«
< <which satisfy l ) R and for m s 2 p lying inside the angle«
p m
y p q sup arg a x q «Ž .
2 w xxg 0, 1
p m
- arg l - q p q inf arg a x y « ,Ž .
2 w xxg 0, 1
for m s 2 p q 1 lying inside the angle
p m
q sup arg a x q «Ž .
2 w xxg 0, 1
p m
- arg l - q p q inf arg a x y « ,Ž .
2 w xxg 0, 1
and for m s 2 p y 1 lying inside the angle
p m p m
y p q sup arg a x q « - arg l - q inf arg a x y « ,Ž . Ž .
2 2 w xxg 0, 1w xxg 0, 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .the operator L l : u “ L l u [ L l u, L l u, . . . , L l u from1 s
mŽŽ . . Ž . sÇW 0, 1 ; L u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , m onto L 0, 1 q C is an isomor-q n q
Ž . Ž .phism, and for these l for a solution of problem 20 ] 22 the estimate
s
m5 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 5 < <u q l u q L u F C « f q gŽ .Ý ÝW Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1. L Ž0 , 1.n nq q qž /ž /
ns1 ns1
Ž .is ¤alid, where L is defined by 23 .n
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Consider the spectral problem in G for principally regular elliptic
boundary value problems with a linear parameter l
a <L l u [ lu x y a x D u x y A u s f x , x g G,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý xa 1
< <a s2 m
24Ž .
m y1 pn › u
X XaL l u [ l c x D u x q KŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn na n p p Xž /› n x< < ps0a smn
X a X < X Xy b x D u x y T u s g x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý xna n n
< <a sMn
xX g › G, n s 1, . . . , s, 25Ž .
m y1 pn › u
X Xac x D u x q K s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýna n p p X› n x< < ps0a smn
xX g › G, n s s q 1, . . . , m , 26Ž .
a a1 a r Ž .where m G 1, 1 F s F m, D [ D ??? D , D [ yi ›r› x j s 1,1 r j j
Ž . < < r Ž. . . , r, a [ a , . . . , a is a multi-index, a [ Ý a , l g C, x [ x ,1 r js1 j 1
2 myM 2 mym 2 mn n. Ž . Ž . Ž .. . . , x , a g C G , b g C G , c g C G , › G g C ,r a na na
2 mŽ . Ž . Ž .the operator A from W G into L G is compact, q g 1, ‘ , K are1 q q n p
pseudodifferential operators on › G of order less than m y p, and n is an
normal vector to the boundary › G at the point xX g › G.
Let us denote
B u [ b xX Dau xX , xX g › G, n s 1, . . . , s, 27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn na
< <a sMn
m y1 pn › u
X XaC u [ c x D u x q K ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn na n p p X› n x< < ps0a smn
xX g › G, n s 1, . . . , m. 28Ž .
w xTHEOREM A4 4, 10 . Let the following conditions be satisfied:
Ž .1 m G 1, 1 F s F m, m F 2m y 1, M F 2m y 1, M y m G 1,n n n n
n s 1, . . . , s; the number m [ M y m does not depend on n s 1, . . . , s;n n
2 mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 a g C G , the operator A from W G into L G is compact;a 1 q q
2 myM 2 m 2 mnŽ . Ž . Ž .3 b g C G ; › G g C ; the operators T from W Gna n q
2 myMny1r qŽ .into W › G are compact;q
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2 mymnŽ . Ž .4 c g C G ; K are pseudodifferential operators on › G ofna n p
Ž X X. 2 mymn , ‘Ž ry1.order less than m y p; symbols K x , s g C › G = R ;n n p
Ž .  4  45 the systems B , n s 1, . . . , s and C , n s 1, . . . , m are normal,n n
Ž . Ž .where B and C are defined by formulas 27 and 28 ;n n
rŽ . < < < <6 there exist rays l such that for x g G, s g R , l g l , s q l / 0,
l y a x s a / 0;Ž .Ý a
< <a s2 m
Ž . X X7 x is any point on › G, the ¤ector s is a tangent and s is a normal
¤ector to › G at the point xX g › G; consider the following ordinary differential
problems
ad
X Xl y a x s y is u y s 0, y G 0, l g l ,Ž . Ž .Ý a ž /dy< <a s2 m
29Ž .
ad
X X <c x s y is u y s h , n s 1, . . . , m ,Ž . Ž .Ý ys0na nž /dy< <a smn
and
ad
X Xa x s y is u y s 0, y G 0,Ž . Ž .Ý a ž /dy< <a s2 m
ad
X X <l c x s y is u yŽ . Ž .Ý ys0na ž /ž dy< <a smn
pm y1n d
X X <q K x , s yis u yŽ . Ž .Ý ys0n p ž / /dyps0
ad
X X <y b x s y is u y s h , 30Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ys0na nž /dy< <a sMn
n s 1, . . . , s, l g l ,
ad
X X <c x s y is u yŽ . Ž .Ý ys0na ž /dy< <a smn
pm y1n d
X X <q K x , s yis u y s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý ys0n p ž /dyps0
n s s q 1, . . . , m;
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Ž . Ž .it is required that problems 29 and 30 ha¤e one and only one solution,
including all its deri¤ati¤es, tending to zero as y “ ‘ for any numbers h g C.k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .Then the operator L l : u “ L l u [ L l u, L l u, . . . , L l u ,1 s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where operators L l , L l , . . . , L l are defined by equalities 24 and1 s
Ž . 2 mŽ . Ž . sÇ25 , from W G; C u s 0, n s s q 1, . . . , m onto L G qq n q ns1
2 myMny1r qŽ . < <W › G , for l g l , l “ ‘, is an isomorphism, and for these lq
Ž . Ž .the following estimate holds for a solution of problem 24 ] 26 :
s
2 m 2 myM y1r q5 5 < < 5 5 5 5u q l u q C u nÝW ŽG. L ŽG. W Ž› G.nq q qž /
ns1
s
2 myM y1r q5 5 5 5F C f q g .nÝL ŽG. W Ž› G.nq qž /
ns1
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